
Your partner for sport activities with your dog
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I-DOG brand products are manufactured by the French 
company CANO CONCEPT. They are specialized in dog 

equipment. CANO CONCEPT owns the brands CANIHUNT 
and I-DOG.

The research and development of our articles with technical 
features and high quality are the essential factors that push 

CANO CONCEPT to be one of the best in this field.



Harness X-BACK ONE

Harness STYLE

Belt STYLE

Traction Leash STYLE

Harness CONFORT

Belt CONFORT

Traction Leash
CONFORT

Harness PHOENIX

Belt CANYON

Traction Leash OPALE

Belt ONE

Traction leash ONE

ONE

STYLE

CONFORT

ALM

Adjustments
Competition 

uses*

* Use in an 
official competition

** Use with a strong 
traction of the dog 

during practice

***The dog runs or 
scampers 

without traction

Urban uses Cani-hiking
Cani-walk

Bikejöring
Scooter

Ski joëring CanicrossLightness

Product characteristics Kind of use Sports activities
according to your practice level and traction strength of your dog

Comfort
Intensive 

uses**

Occasional uses
Leisure**

Unique size

Unique size

Unique size

Unique size

*  According to the discipline 
and the federations rules 
(see product sheet)

Discover our products :
www.i-dog.eu 

Choosing the best equipment 
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The STYLE and CONFORT ranges are measured differently 
from the ONE range.

Choose the size of the harness by taking the chest measure-
ment A at the widest part of your dog’s ribcage.

RANGE STYLE

RANGE CONFORT

The neck circumference should be taken with a flexible tape measure at the lowest point 
of the neck (see figure below). If the dog’s neck circumference measurement is in between 
two sizes, it is recommended to choose the smaller size. Floating of the harness when 
stationary (without traction) is completely normal.

TIPS FOR CHOOSING THE SIZE OF THE DOG HARNESS

Tour de cou

Position of collar

RANGE ONE

RANGE STYLE & CONFORT

Sizes Neck 
Circumfe-

rence

Weight 
of the 

harness

XS 38-40cm 143gr

S 41-43cm 151gr

M 44-46cm 158gr

L 47-49cm 193gr

XL 50-52cm 199gr

Sizes XS S M L XL

Chest circumference in cm 49-62 54-68 62-84 68-92 82-120

Sizes S M L XL

Chest circumference in cm 54-68 62-84 68-92 82-120
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PHOENIX HARNESS

The PHOENIX harness meets the most extreme requirements in terms of 
lightweight and comfort. Due to its tensile strength and performance it 
is perfectly suited for the use in competition that requires highest quality 
materials.

Key feature of the PHOENIX harness is the use of the form and technology 
of an X-Back type pulling harness combined with a unique and innovative 
advantage, that is the possibility of adjusting the 5 essential parts in order 
to make the harness perfectly fit the dog’s morphology when it is in intensive 
pulling position.

Colour :

Size XS : 
I06BXS

Size S :
I06BS

Size M :
I06BM

Size L : 
I06BL

Size XL : 
I06BXL

Reference numbers

RANGE ALM new
2019
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Reference number : I13B Colour :Standard Size

190cm

240cm

TRACTION LEASH OPALE

The traction leash OPALE has been designed taking two criteria into account : the 
weight and the pulling force of the dog. It comes in 5 products types :

    3 article variants with a maximum length of 190cm (elastically stretched to 100%) 
for small DOG / medium DOG / strong DOG for use with Canicross and Canitrail. 
 
     2 article variants with a maximum length of 240cm (elastically stretched to 100%) 
for medium DOG / strong DOG for use with Bikejoring, Dogscooting and Skijoring.

CANYON WAIST BELT

The CANYON waist belt meets the highest demands for lightness and comfort. 
Its strength and performance are perfectly matched for competitive use, which 
requires ideal material qualities. Its unique design allows it to define an adequate 
traction point at buttock height, reducing pressure on the lumbar vertebrae and 
increasing traction transferred to the runner. This belt system perfectly supports the 
movements of the runner, thanks to the 4 horizontal elastic wings and the interface 
for attaching the dog working independently of the locking system.

The CANYON waist belt has a zip pocket for storing objects such as smartphones, 
keys, etc. It consists of an ultra-resistant RIPSTOP outer fabric and a doubled MESH 
foam inner lining that counteracts perspiration. A reflective edge is embedded in 
the runners harness, making it easily visible at night in difficult lighting conditions. 
Thanks to a double loop, the lashing straps do not come loose even under heavy 
use. In addition, each of them has 2 rubber bands to block the excess belt after 
finding the desired setting. Its low weight (390g) allows exceptional results to be 
achieved while avoiding chafing and disorder. The karabiner used is ultralight (37g), 
which compensates for the phenomenon of the traction line swinging and ensures a 
straight pull during the race.

Colour :

Colour :

Small Dog 
I21BSMALL

Medium Dog 
I21BMEDIUM

Strong Dog 
I21BSTRONG

Long Medium Dog 
I22BMEDIUM

Long Strong Dog 
I22BSTRONG

Reference numbers

Reference numbers
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X-BACK ONE HARNESS

The X-BACK ONE harness is designed to fulfil the requirements of dogs practising an active sport with their owner, such 

as CANICROSS, CANIRANDO, CANIVTT...

The X-BACK ONE harness is really light and its design allows it to use the maximum pulling power offered by your dog, 

while preserving it from the requirements demanded by these activities.

- MESH foam padding for highest comfort

- Durable webbing with reflective inserts for optimal night visibility

- Traction rope with strength of 5mm

The X-BACK ONE harness is suitable for the majority of dogs: Nordic dogs, shepherd dogs, majority of hunting dogs, 

retreviers... It may not be suitable for dogs that have a distinctive rib cage while having a dainty body – for example:  type 

Doberman, Weimaraner, Sighthounds, Great dane, Boxer...

Reference numbers Colour :

Size XS : I05OXS Size S : I05OXS Size M : I05OM Size L : I05OL Size XL : I05OXL

RANGE ONE
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CANICROSS ONE WAIST BELT

The waist belt has a zip pocket to insert items such as a smartphone, 
keys or other important items. 

The waist belt has a wide fit to shape of the runner’s back as good 
as possible. The positioning of the belt must be carried on the top of 
the buttocks or as low as possible of the dorsal part to optimize the 
traction of the dog without generating disturbing jolts.

The CANICROSS ONE waist belt consists of an ultra-resistant RIPSTOP 
outdoor fabric and a MESH foam lining that reduces the formation of 
sweat.

Thanks to the belt clip with quick shutter plus adjustment strap, a large 
number of users will be able to adjust it to their size.

The Canicross leash can be connected to a rope, which is fixed on rings 
on each side of the belt. 

Reference number : I12O Colour :Standard Size
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CANICROSS ONE TRACTION LEASH

Designed for regular Canicross practitioners, the leash is practical, light and comfortable for everyone.

The leash is made up of an elastic damping system and remains soft, thanks to the round elastic strap. This system 
allows to control the jerks while the dog is running. For extreme support the leash has a snap hook with a very high 
quality one handed quick release system at each end of the leash.

The CANICROSS ONE leash measures 150 cm when relaxed and 200 cm when stretched to the maximum, which 
makes the ONE leash perfectly compliant with the requirements of Canicross federations. 

The tubular strap is equipped with a round shock absorber having an optimal hardness. It allows the use for dogs 
whose weight is higher than 15 kg. Its low weight of 220gr allows it to meet the technical requirements co- developed 
by Canicross specialists.

Reference number : I29O Colour :Standard Size 150/200cm
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HARNESS STYLE

The STYLE harness is highly technical as well as stylish. It is the ideal accessory 
for a walk in town, but also for walks in the countryside. This harness has a 
handle to hold the dog and it is also composed with two fastening rings. It is 
therefore possible to attach a leash to the top or bottom of the dog.

The STYLE harness is equipped with a coupling hook system for use in 
Canicross, Canirando or for other occasional sporting use.

Colour :

Size XS : 
I04GXS

Size S :
I04GS

Size M :
I04GM

Size L : 
I04GL

Size XL : 
I04GXL

Reference numbers

RANGE STYLE
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Reference number : I11G

Reference number : I28G

Reference number : I40S

Colour :

Colour :

Standard Size

WAIST BELT STYLE

This belt has a zip pocket to insert items such as a smartphone, keys 
and other important items.

This waist belt has a wide dorsal seat in order to conform the shape 
of the runner’s back as good as possible. Two adjustable straps are 
provided to pass through the crotch to keep the belt and the runner’s 
centre of gravity as low as possible when the dog is pulling.
This waist belt is connected to the CANICROSS traction leash with 
a strap, equipped with a movable carabiner. This is a «quick release» 
carabiner that allows the dog to be released if there is any problem.

CANICROSS TRACTION LEASH STYLE

This leash is composed with an elastic damping system: a soft damping 
inside the 20mm flat elastic strap. This system allows to control the 
jerks given by the dog during the race. The leash has a very high quality 
carabiner for extreme support and two handles.

COUPLER STYLE - ADJUSTABLE  TWO DOGS
TRACTION SYSTEM

The STYLE Coupler is a double coupler to walk two dogs at the same 
time on one leash. It can also be used during a sports activity with your 
dog in «traction» mode.

Colour :

Standard Size 130/200cm
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CONFORT HARNESS

The CONFORT harness fits perfectly thanks to numerous adjustment 
facilities. It adapts the shape of the dog’s body and offers him comfort 
while pulling. An ergonomic handle is placed on the CONFORT harness 
in the dog’s back area and ensures a better hold while the dog is resting. 
The ergonomic high quality CONFORT harness guarantees your dog 
comfort and safety while pulling.

The CONFORT harness from I-DOG has been created for people who 
want to practise physical activities with their dog under safe conditions. 
The features of the CONFORT harness provide maximum comfort for 
you and your dog while running. You will be able to bring maximum 
comfort to you and your dog during your activities.

Colour :

Colour :

Size S : I03BS Size M : I03BM Size L : I03BL Size XL : I03BXL

Size S : I03PS Size M : I03PM Size L : I03PL Size XL : I03PXL

Reference numbers

Reference numbers

RANGE CONFORT
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Reference number :          I10B         I10G

Reference number :        I27B         I27P

Standard Size

Standard Size 150/230cm
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CONFORT WAIST BELT

The Canicross waist belt features a pocket for a water bottle and two
other zip pockets for storing your smartphone or your keys, in order
not to lose them!
The Canicross belt consists of a wide backrest ensuring a fi rm hold of
the back while running. The Canicross belt has two detachable straps
for a good hold of the belt and optimisation of the centre of gravity of
the runner when the dog is pulling you.

The Canicross waist belt is attached to the Canicross leash by a strap
featuring a damping system with integrated elastic material. To 
ensure better tracking of the dog while running, a movable carabiner 
is fastened to the strap of the lead. The carabiner is equipped with a 
quick release clip allowing you to release your dog from the lead as 
quickly as possible in case of emergency.

CANICROSS TRACTION LEASH

The leash is equipped with a unique double damping system to control
jerking when the dog is running. The elastic strap consists of a 20 cm
long fl at part (soft damping) and a round elastic strap (harder damping).
Two handles are integrated.



These CONFORT LONG LEASHES are available in 5 and
10 meters, are made out of fl at polyester and are non-slip. 
In order to prevent slipping in the hand, the CONFORT 
LONG LEASH provides through its three integrated 
rubber inserts an eff ective grip along its entire length. 
The leash incorporates an elastic strap to avoid shocks 
caused by jerking dogs.

The CONFORT PRO and SECURITY CAR dog leashes allow you to transport your dog safe by car. But you
can also use them for your daily walk.

The CONFORT leash, available in two lengths (60 and 120cm), is equipped with an exclusive anti-shock system. 
Thanks to its neoprene inserted handle, the leash is pleasant and feels good while having in your hand.

CONFORT PRO Leash
Ref. I23BLACK

SECURITY CAR Leash
Ref.      I26B       I26P      I26GREY

LONG LEASHES

LEASHES

CONFORT Elastic Leash 60 cm
Ref.      I24B       I24P      I24GREY

CONFORT Elastic Lead 120 cm
Ref.      I25B       I25P      I25GREY

CONFORT Long Leash
Ref. 5lm - I30B05 Ref. 10lm - I30B10
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PREMIUM polyurethane collar
Thickness 3,5 mm – dimension 2,5 x 65 cm

Ref. C1225R00

Ref. C1225R01

Ref. C1225R02

Ref. C1225R03

Ref. C1225R04

Ref. C1225R05

Unique I-DOG buckle with double barbs to further secure the collar 
attachment. Innovative plastic buckle cover to protect the buckle pins
and structure.

Unique buckle with the logo on the front of the lid in glossy epoxy  
finish. Special touch with its 3 mm thick polyurethane material.

TPU polyurethane collar 3 mm thick, 25 mm wide and 650 mm long.
4 rivets and 22 adjustment holes.
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Lapalun, 26170 Buis-les-Baronnies - FRANCE
+33(0)4 75 27 33 89 - contact@cano-concept.com

ANTONY LE MOIGNE

Canicross double world champion
Canicross double Europe champion

International I-DOG ambassador


